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The research field of nano-optics in connection with topological photonics has quickly evolved 
over the past decades. Topological architecture in the design of photonic crystals enables 
disorder-protected interface states at crystal interfaces[1]. The present contribution explores 
topological interface states in the context of pressure-sensitive nano-optical resonators[2].  
A novel, highly versatile pressure sensor concept is demonstrated, utilizing Zak phase inversion 
around a shared bandgap in one-dimensional photonic crystals to generate a pressure-
sensitive interface state (thin film stack shown in Fig. 1A). The use of an organic absorber 
molecule together with a topologically optimised electric field alignment is shown to provide 
pathways to significant force sensitivity enhancement of such systems (Fig. 1B). In the context 
of optical microcavities and interface states, systems supporting coupled photonic states[3] or 
modes are demonstrated as a promising architecture to provide additional sensing 
information[4]. The presented pressure-sensitive photonic crystal system may serve as a 
building block to support the design of ultra-compact optoelectronic pressure sensors. 
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Figures 

 
 
Figure 1: (A) Schematic illustration of a photonic crystal stack with a compressible cavity resonator. 
(B) Comparison of wavelength tuning in topological and trivial photonic crystal stacks under 
compression of the photonic crystal interface, steeper slope resulting from topology-induced 
enhanced absorption. 

Optoelectronic Pressure Sensing Utilising a 
One-Dimensional Topological Interface

One-dimensional topological photonics
§ Topological properties: conserved under

continuous transformation

§ Topological phase: discrete property,
criterion of topological equivalence

§ Geometric example: number of holes
in a solid (Fig. 1)

§ Topological invariant of one-dimensional photonic systems: Zak phase !!"# as
a property of each energy band [4]

§ Zak phase takes on values of either 0 or # in spatially symmetric systems [3]

§ Phase transformation for phase inversion by unit cell inversion for creating
topological interface state between two photonic crystals (PCs) (Fig. 2)

§ Guaranteed interface state by opposite signs of $ in two PCs [5] (Fig. 2a), 
where $ = 0.5 for first PC, variation of $$ in second PC (Fig. 2b)

§ Re-definition of unit cell for transition between classical and topologocical
microcavities (Fig. 3)
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Redesigning microcavities for enhanced light-matter interaction

§ Optical microcavities as an established concept in light-matter interaction [1]

§ Topological photonic systems for non-trivial interface and edge states [2]

§ Wide range of possible devices (sensors, waveguides, logic circuits etc.) [3]

§ Usage of topological one-dimensional cavity for enhanced absorption in 
pressure sensing

§ New appproach for future design of one-dimensional cavities
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Summary and Outlook

§ Demonstration of pressure sensitivity enhancement of cavity mode in
connection with absorber utilizing a topological microcavity

§ Wide range of linear peak intensity behaviour enables usage with a range of
light sources and photodiodes for integrated systems (schematic in Fig. 5)

§ Possible use of topological interaction enhancement in other one-dimensional
systems such as microcavity lasers

Pressure Sensing

§ Topological cavity mode tuning by compression of cavity spacer

§ Experimental system with SiO2/TiO2 PCs, PDMS as a compressible spacer (five
unit cells for each PC with $ = -0.5 and $$ = 0.5: Fig. 3) and SubNc as an
absorber (exciton at approx. 690 nm)

§ Comparison of topological and classical microcavities

§ Spectra for different pressures in Fig. 4a, sensitive to pressure differences
of Δ& ∝ 100 kPa

§ Stronger absorption in topological system (higher peak intensity gradient)
compared to classical system (Fig. 4b, evaluation of spectra for pressures
between 1.89 MPa and 2.95 MPa)

§ Higher linearity of peak decay in classical cavity

§ Pre-loading of the system possible due to identical gradient behaviour for
different-order modes
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Fig. 1: Topologically equivalent objects [4].

Fig. 2: (a) Simulated topological phase transition induced by sign change of !! of the second PC (Fig.3). 
(b) Relation between δ and the optical path in the crystal slabs S and T.
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Fig. 4b: Cavity mode tuning near absorption edge.

Fig. 4a: Pressure-dependent transmission spectra 
of a topological system, most significant peak shift 
highlighted by arrow.
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